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Ritschl, Freidrich Wilhelm 1806-76 biography by Otto Ribbek(Leipzig,1879)

'Peer2ka1up, Petrus (1786-1865) His celebrated edition of the Odes of Horace(l834
gave rise to considerable controversy

/ffman Max, Life of Boeckh (1901), pp. 48-62 Long controversy between
Johann G. J. Hermann and Philip August Boeckh(or Bockh) and their
final reconciliation is in Max kloffnian'e Life of Boeckh
Bockh became the greatest of all wolf's scholars.
Hernxann as a leader in the graznmatico-critical school, came into
collision with A. Boekh and Otfried Muller, the representatives of
the hiatorico-antiquarian school which regarded k{ermann's view of
philology as inadequate and one-sided.

Berhhardy, Gottfried. (1800-75) Studied under Wolf and Boeckh. One of the
last survivors of this school of Wolf.

V
Passow, Franz (1786-1833) produced a critical rescension of Ceasar's Gallic Wars

I"Neineke, August (1790-1870) In his Odes of Horace he applied the rule simultan-
eously discovered by himself and Lachmann that all the Odes of
Horace are written in stanzas of 4 lines. The preface of tbe
2nd edition (1854) includes manyfine criticisms marred only by

- the ed,itorbs excessive fondness for-suspecting the presence-of
interpolations. Meineke was "distinguished in conjectural
criticism."

Dittenberger, Wilhelm (1840-1906) became a specialist in Caesar's De Belle
Gallico

'i(ochly, Hermann - wrote an Introduction to the Gallic Wars (1857). Was the
earliest follower of Lachuiann in his theory of lays.

Vcholl, Adolph 1882 See Biographiaches Jahrbuch p. 63-99




V--
Lane, Geo Martin (1823-97) his review of an edition of Plantus in 1853 has been

discribed by his biographerK as "probably the first recognition in
America of the results of Ritschl's Studies" - Morris H. Morgan in
Harvard Studies ix,9

/'Madvig Wrote Opuscula (1829) in which he proved that certain alleged ortho
graphical fragments of "Apuleius", which had been imposed on Mai and
Oaann, were forgeries of the 15th century (See Nettleship, ii 5-7)

L4itbbeck, Otto (1827-98)

7Meyer'a Koinmentar uber den 1 Cor. 7th ed., 1088, Vorrede
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